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Meeting of the
AC TRANSIT RETIREMENT BOARD

September 19, 2017

ROLL CALL

Members Present Chair Jeffrey Lewis, Vice Chair Yvonne Williams, Davis Riemer, Sue Lee,
Director Peeples(on the phoned
Joyce Willis
None

Absent at Roll Call
Members Absent:

Also Present: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Barbara Allen, Retirement System
Assistant; Pavit Masson, Retirement System Analyst; Bertha Ng, Retirement System Analyst;
RusselIRicheda, LegalCounsel

PUBLIC COMMENTS

None

REGULAR CALENDAR

The Retirement Board May Discuss and Take Action on the Following

A. Memo from Russ Richeda Pertaining to the Pension Calculation of an Unrepresented
Employee with Prior AFSCME Service -- Hugo Wildmann, Russ Richeda

Chair Lewis asked Russ to summarize his memo and the issue we were about to discuss.

Russ said the issue was if Teri Antonio could collect her full retirement benefit when she
retires at age 50. Ms. Antonio worked as an AFSCME employee early in her career and for
her last five years she was an unrepresented employee
Russ told the Board that for purposes of benefit calculations, what matters is your status at
the point at which you retire. If you retire as an unrepresented employee you get the
benefits described in the Plan for unrepresented employees. Since Ms. Antonio is
terminating her employment now, Russ says her status is unquestionably one of an
unrepresented employee. He continued that it is clear "without equivocation" that she can
retire at age 50 and receive the fullbenefit according to the appropriate tables.

Russ reminded the board that unrepresented employees are subject to two tables, and both
kick in at age 50, not age 55. He explained that the first table appliesto allyears of service
and not just unrepresented service and the second table applies to all unrepresented time
after 1994. In this case what matters is that the first table applies to all service and both
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tables l<ick in at age 50. Russ stated that he does not see room for any alternate
Interpretation of the Plan and made it clear that doing otherwise would in fact be a breach
of fiduciary duty. Hugo mentioned that the first table is used for all service prior to the
employee becoming "continuously unrepresented" while the second table is used for the
time the employee was "continuously unrepresented" immediately prior to retirement.

Member Lewis had some questions regarding the wording in the District Policy that Board
Member Lee had asked to be included in the materialdistributed to the Board. She thought
the policy seemed ambiguous. She brought up concerns that AFSCME members aren't
eligible untilage 55 and that whether or not someone who just turns age 50 and becomes
unrepresented is eligible for all of that prior service to be paid a benefit as an
unrepresented employee. Russ assured her and the Board on both of these points, and
reiterated that all that matters is the status of the employee upon retirement.

Russ reaffirmed that we follow the Plan. Chair Lewis stated that we follow the Plan

regardless of any ambiguity that may exist in the wording of the District Policy.

Vice Chair Williams asked if the time spent under AFSCME is considered based on the
formula in effect when someone retires today and Russ confirmed that that is true.

Member Lee had concerns that the District Policy is different from the Plan and Chair Lewis
asserted that it is irrelevant in this case because we follow the Plan. Russ stated that the
District Policy page in question could be reworded to be clearer.

Chair Lewis asked if there was any clear contradiction between the District Policy and the
Plan and Russ said there was not. Hugo said he was not sure he agreed that the District
Policy is unclear.

Vice Chair Williams and Member Roemer asked if the calculations are impacted in any way,
and Hugo confirmed that the way we initially calculated her benefit is correct and the
calculation has not changed from what was presented to the Board last week.

B Approvalof Retirement for Terencia(Teri) Antonio(October)

MOTION: LEWIS/RIEMER to approve staff recommendation for Teri to receive her entire
benefit as calculated by Staff at age 50 for the amount of approximately $4,243 per month
payable for her life effective October 1, 2017. (5-0-0-01

MOTION LEWIS/WILLIAMS to adjourn. (5-0-0-0). The meeting adjourned at 4:42 p.m
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